We report the results of an extended spectropolarimetric and photometric monitoring of the weak-line T Tauri star TAP 26, carried out within the MaTYSSE programme with the ESPaDOnS spectropolarimeter at the 3.6 m Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope. Applying Zeeman-Doppler Imaging to our observations, concentrating in 2015 November and 2016 January and spanning 72 d in total, 16 d in 2015 November and 13 d in 2016 January, we reconstruct surface brightness and magnetic field maps for both epochs and demonstrate that both distributions exhibit temporal evolution not explained by differential rotation alone. We report the detection of a hot Jupiter (hJ) around TAP 26 using three different methods, two using Zeeman-Doppler Imaging (ZDI) and one Gaussian-Process Regression (GPR), with a false-alarm probability smaller than 6 10 −4 . However, as a result of the aliasing related to the observing window, the orbital period cannot be uniquely determined; the orbital period with highest likelihood is 10.79±0.14 d followed by 8.99±0.09 d. Assuming the most likely period, and that the planet orbits in the stellar equatorial plane, we obtain that the planet has a minimum mass M sin i of 1.66±0.31 M Jup and orbits at 0.0968±0.0032 au from its host star. This new detection suggests that disc type II migration is efficient at generating newborn hJs, and that hJs may be more frequent around young T Tauri stars than around mature stars (or that the MaTYSSE sample is biased towards hJ-hosting stars).
INTRODUCTION
Studying young forming stars stands as our best chance to progress in our understanding of the formation and early evolution of planetary systems. For instance, detecting hot Jupiters (hJs) around young stars (1-10 Myrs) and determining their orbital properties can enable us to clarify how they form and migrate, and to better characterise the physical processes (e.g. planet-disc interaction, planet-planet scattering, Baruteau et al. 2014 , in-situ formation, Batygin et al. 2016) responsible for generating such planets.
However, young stars are enormously active, rendering planet signatures in their spectra and / or light-curves ex-E-mail: louise.yu@irap.omp.eu tremely difficult to detect in practice. Until very recently, most planets found so far around stars younger than 20 Myr were distant planets detected with imaging techniques (e.g. β Pic b, Lagrange et al. 2010, and LkCa 15, Sallum et al. 2015) . Early claims of hJs orbiting around T Tauri stars (e.g. TW Hya, Setiawan et al. 2008 ) finally proved to be activity signatures mistakenly interpreted as radial velocity (RV) signals from close-in giant planets (Huélamo et al. 2008) .
Following the recent discovery of newborn close-in giant planets (Mann et al. 2016; David et al. 2016; Donati et al. 2016) or planet candidates (van Eyken et al. 2012; JohnsKrull et al. 2016) around forming stars, time is ripe for a systematic exploration of hJs around T Tauri stars, and in particular the so called weak-line T Tauri stars (wTTSs), whose accretion disc has just dissipated. This is one of the Table 1 . Journal of ESPaDOnS observations of TAP 26 collected in 2015 November (first 16 lines) and 2016 January (last 13 lines). Each observation consists of a sequence of 4 subexposures, each lasting 695 s. Columns 1 to 4 respectively list (i) the UT date of the observation, (ii) the corresponding UT time (at mid-exposure), (iii) the Barycentric Julian Date (BJD) in excess of 2,457,300, and (iv) the peak signal to noise ratio (per 2.6 km s −1 velocity bin) of each observation. Column 5 lists the root-mean-square (rms) noise level (relative to the unpolarised continuum level I c and per 1.8 km s −1 velocity bin) in the circular polarisation profiles produced by Least-Squares Deconvolution (LSD) and column 6 lists the signal to noise ratio in the unpolarised profiles produced by LSD, measured from the noise level in intervals of continuum of the LSD profiles. Column 7 indicates the rotational cycle associated with each exposure (using the ephemeris given by Eq. 1). Column 8 lists the raw RVs computed from the unpolarised spectra, column 9 the filtered RVs (see Sec. 5.1) and column 10 the 1σ error bar on both RV raw and RV filt . Column 11-13 list values for activity proxies mentioned in App. B: the line-of-sight-projected magnetic field averaged over the visible stellar hemisphere (also called longitudinal field) and the equivalent width of the Hα emission (counted from above the continuum level, expressed in km s −1 , and with a typical 1σ error bar of 3.0 km s −1 ) . main goals of the MaTYSSE (Magnetic Topologies of Young Stars and the Survival of close-in massive Exoplanets) largeprogramme allocated on the 3.6m Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT), thanks to which the youngest hJ discovered so far was detected (Donati et al. 2016 (Donati et al. , 2017 and within which this study places.
In this paper, we present results for another wTTS, the young pre-main sequence (PMS) solar-mass star, TAP 26, (Feigelson et al. 1987; Grankin et al. 2008; Grankin 2013) , located in the Taurus star-forming region. TAP 26 was observed in late 2015 and early 2016 with both the ESPaDOnS spectropolarimeter and the 1.25 m telescope at the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory (CrAO). After documenting our observations (Sec. 2), we derive the stellar parameters of TAP 26 (Sec. 3), before reconstructing the surface magnetic and brightness maps by applying Zeeman-Doppler Imaging (ZDI) to our data (Sec. 4). We finally detail in Sec. 5 our detection of a planet radial velocity (RV) signal in its spectrum, using three different methods. The first two methods are based on ZDI following previous studies (Donati et al. 2015 (Donati et al. , 2016 Petit et al. 2015) , and the third one exploits Gaussian-Process Regression (GPR, Haywood et al. 2014; Rajpaul et al. 2015, see Sec. 5 ).
OBSERVATIONS
TAP 26 was observed in November 2015 and January 2016 using the high-resolution spectropolarimeter ESPaDOnS at the 3.6-m CFHT at Mauna Kea (Hawaii). ESPaDOnS collects stellar spectra spanning the entire optical domain (from 370 to 1,000 nm) at a resolving power of 65,000 (i.e., resolved velocity element of 4.6 km s −1 ) over the full wavelength range (Donati 2003) . A total of 29 unpolarised (Stokes I) and circularly-polarised (Stokes V) spectra were collected over a timespan of 72 d, 16 spectra over 16 nights in 2015 Nov, and 13 spectra over 13 nights in 2016 Jan. The rate was of one spectrum per night, except at the beginning of the 2015 Table 2 . Journal of contemporaneous CrAO multicolour photometric observations of TAP 26 collected in late 2015 and early 2016, respectively listing the UT date and Heliocentric Julian Date (HJD) of the observation, the measured V magnitude (1σ error bar of 0.016 mag) and V − R J Johnson photometric colours, and the corresponding rotational phase (using again the ephemeris given by Eq. 1). The table is divided into three periods spanning 1.5-2.5 months each, the second one covering the 2015 Nov set of spectropolarimetric observations and the third one overlapping the 2016 Jan set of spectropolarimetric observations. Nov session where a three-day gap following the first observation was compensated by pairs of observations on Nov 25, Nov 29 and Dec 01. However, given the 0.71 d rotation period of TAP 26, phase coverage is not optimal and the 2015 Nov data set presents gaps of 0.15-0.25 rotation cycle (see Table 1 ). Each polarisation exposure sequence consists of 4 individual subexposures taken in different polarimeter configurations to allow the removal of all spurious polarisation signatures at first order. All raw frames are processed with the nominal reduction package Libre ESpRIT as described in the previous papers of the series (e.g., Donati et al. 2010 Donati et al. , 2011 Donati et al. , 2014 , yielding a typical rms RV precision of 20-30 m s −1 (Moutou et al. 2007; Donati et al. 2008 ). The peak signal-to-noise ratios (S/N, per 2.6 km s −1 velocity bin) achieved on the collected spectra range between 100 and 150 (median 140), depending mostly on weather/seeing conditions. The full journal of observations is presented in Table 1 .
Rotational cycles (noted E in the following equation) are computed from Barycentric Julian Dates (BJDs) according to the ephemeris:
in which the photometrically-determined rotation period P rot (equal to 0.7135 d, Grankin 2013) is taken from the literature and the initial Julian date (2,457,344.8 d) is chosen arbitrarily. Least-Squares Deconvolution (LSD, ) was applied to all spectra. The line list we employed for LSD is computed from an Atlas9 LTE model atmosphere (Kurucz 1993) featuring T eff =4,500 K and log g=4.5, the most appropriate model for TAP 26 (see Sec. 3). Only moderate to strong atomic spectral lines are included in this list (see, e.g., Donati et al. 2010 , for more details). Altogether, about 7,800 spectral features (with about 40% from Fe i) are used in this process. The Stokes I and Stokes V LSD profiles can be seen in Sec. 4. Significant distortions are visible in all Stokes I LSD profiles, indicating the presence of brightness inhomogeneities covering a large fraction of the surface of TAP 26 at the time of our observations. The noise level in Stokes I LSD profiles is measured from continuum intervals (see Table 1 ), and includes not only the noise from photon statistics, but also the (often dominant) noise introduced by LSD.
Among the 29 profiles we used, 11 were contaminated by solar light reflected off the Moon (5 in 2015 Nov, the Moon being at 9.5
• from TAP 26 and at 99% illumination on 2015 Nov 26, and 6 in 2016 Jan, the Moon being at 12
• from TAP 26 and at 85% illumination on 2016 Jan 19); we applied a two-step process involving tomographic imaging, described in Donati et al. (2016) , to filter out this contamination from our Stokes I LSD profiles.
Regarding the Stokes V profiles, Zeeman signatures are detected in all observations, featuring amplitudes of typically 0.1%. Expressed in units of the unpolarised continuum level I c , the average noise levels of the Stokes V LSD signatures (dominated here by photon statistics) range from 2.3 10 −4 to 3.9 10 −4 per 1.8 km s −1 velocity bin -with a median value of 2.8 10 −4 . The emission core of the Ca ii Infrared Triplet (IRT) lines exhibit an average equivalent width of 10 km s −1 , corresponding to the amount expected from chromospheric emission for such a wTTS. The He i D 3 line is relatively faint (average equivalent width of 5 km s −1 ), demonstrating that accretion is no longer taking place at its surface, in agreement with previous studies (Donati et al. 2014 (Donati et al. , 2015 . The Hα line is also relatively weak by wTTS standards (Kenyon & Hartmann 1995) , with an average equivalent width of 40 km s −1 , and is modulated with a period of 0.7132±0.0002 d (see App. B).
Contemporaneous VR J photometric observations were also collected from the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory Table 2 ). By analogy with other wTTSs, these photometric variations can be safely attributed to the presence of brightness features at the surface of TAP 26 modulated by rotation. The small difference with the value found in Grankin (2013) suggests the presence of differential rotation in TAP 26 (see Sec. 4).
EVOLUTIONARY STATUS OF TAP 26
TAP 26 is a well-studied single wTTSs, close enough to T Tau, both spatially and in terms of velocity, to assume a distance of 147±3 pc (Loinard et al. 2007; Torres et al. 2009) , with an error bar similar to that found on other regions of Taurus like L1495.
Applying the automatic spectral classification tool especially developed in the context of MaPP (Magnetic Protostars and Planets) and MaTYSSE, following that of Valenti & Fischer (2005) and discussed in Donati et al. (2012) , we find that the photospheric temperature and logarithmic gravity of TAP 26 are respectively equal to T eff =4,620±50 K and log g=4.5±0.2 (with g in cgs units). This is warmer than the temperature quoted in the literature (4340 K, Grankin 2013), which is derived from photometry and thus expected to be significantly less accurate than ours, derived from highresolution spectroscopic data, enabling to find the actual temperature without the disturbance of circumstellar and interstellar reddening.
Long-term photometric monitoring of TAP 26 indicates that its maximum V magnitude is equal to 12.16 (Grankin et al. 2008 ). Following Donati et al. (2014 Donati et al. ( , 2015 , we assume
16.25±0.20 Table 3 . Parameters for TAP 26, inferred from the photometric and spectroscopic measurements and the ZDI analysis (see Sec. 4). Respectively: distance to Earth d, mass M , radius R , effective temperature T eff , decimal logarithm of surface gravity log g, logarithmic luminosity log(L /L ), age, rotation period P rot , inclination of the rotation axis to the line of sight i, line-of-sightprojected equatorial rotation velocity v sin i, equatorial rotation rate Ω eq , difference dΩ between equatorial and polar rotation rates and mean radial velocity in the barycentric rest frame v rad (which was derived from our spectropolarimetric runs, see Sec. 4). T09 and G13 in the references respectively stand for Torres et al. (2009) and Grankin (2013) .
a spot coverage 1 of 25% at maximum brightness, typical for active stars (and caused by, e.g., the presence of highlatitude cool spots and / or of small spots evenly spread over the whole stellar surface), we derive an unspotted V magnitude of 11.86±0.20. From the difference between the B − V index expected at the temperature of TAP 26 (equal to 0.99±0.02, Pecaut & Mamajek 2013 ) and the averaged value measured for TAP 26 (equal to 1.13±0.05, see Kenyon & Hartmann 1995; Grankin et al. 2008) , and given the very weak impact of starspot on B-V (Grankin et al. 2008) , we derive that the amount of visual extinction A V that our target suffers is equal to 0.43±0.15 (within 1.5σ of the value of Herczeg & Hillenbrand 2014, despite the very different methods used to estimate this parameter). Using the visual bolometric correction expected for the adequate photospheric temperature (equal to -0.55±0.05, see Pecaut & Mamajek 2013) and the distance estimate assumed previously (147±3 pc), corresponding to a distance modulus of 5.84±0.04, we finally obtain a bolometric magnitude of 5.04±0.26, or equivalently a logarithmic luminosity relative to the Sun of -0.12±0.10. Coupling with the photospheric temperature obtained previously, we find a radius of 1.36±0.17 R for our target star.
The rotation period of TAP 26 is well determined from long-term multi-colour photometric monitoring, with an average value over the full data set equal to 0.7135 d (Grankin 2013) . Coupling this rotation period along with our measurements of the line-of-sight-projected equatorial rotation velocity v sin i of TAP 26 (equal to 68.2±0.5 km s −1 , see Sec. 4), we can infer that R sin i=0.96±0.05 R , where R and i de-note the radius of the star and the inclination of its rotation axis to the line of sight. Comparing with the radius derived from the luminosity and photometric temperature, we derive that i=45±8
• . Using ZDI, we actually infer from our data that i=55±10
• (see Sec. 4). The 1σ difference with the previous estimate can be simply interpreted as an over-estimate in spottedness at maximum brightness. Assuming now a spottedness of 12% at maximum brightness (instead of 25%) reconciles both approaches and yields a logarithmic luminosity of -0.25±0.10 and thus a radius of 1.17±0.17 R , in good agreement with other studies (1.18 R in Herczeg & Hillenbrand 2014) .
Using the evolutionary models of Siess et al. (2000) (assuming solar metallicity and including convective overshooting), we obtain that TAP 26 is a 17 Myr star (in good agreement with the estimate of Grankin 2013) and that its mass is M =1.04±0.10 M (see Fig 1) . The average equivalent width of the 670.7 nm Li line is equal to 0.045 nm, in good agreement with that measured for solar-mass PMS stars in the 10-15 Myr Sco-Cen association at the corresponding temperature (Pecaut & Mamajek 2016) , which further confirms our age estimate and thus the evolutionary status of TAP 26.
Referring to Donati et al. (2015 Donati et al. ( , 2016 , TAP 26 closely resembles an evolved version of the 2 Myr star V830 Tau that would have contracted and spun up by 4x towards the zero-age main sequence, with the rotation period and radius of V830 Tau being respectively 2.741 d and 2.0±0.2 R . The increase in rotation rate matches quite well the predicted decrease in the moment of inertia between both epochs according to evolutionary models of Siess et al. (2000) . Given the prominent role of the disc in braking the rotation of the star and thus decreasing its angular momentum (Gallet & Bouvier 2015; Davies et al. 2014) , this also suggests that TAP 26 dissipated its accretion disc very early, typically as early as, or earlier than V830 Tau. We also note that our target is located past the theoretical threshold at which stars start to be more than half radiative in radius, suggesting that the magnetic field of TAP 26 already started to evolve into a complex topology (Gregory et al. 2012) .
The stellar parameters inferred and used in this study are summarised in Table 3 .
TOMOGRAPHIC IMAGING
In order to model the activity jitter of TAP 26 (see Sec. 5), we applied ZDI (Semel 1989; Brown et al. 1991; Donati & Brown 1997 ) to our data. ZDI takes inspiration from medical tomography, which consists of constraining a 3D distribution using series of 2D projections as seen from various angles (Vogt et al. 1987 ). In our context, ZDI inverts simultaneous time series of 1D Stokes I and V LSD profiles into 2D brightness and magnetic field maps of the stellar surface (see Donati et al. 2014) . The magnetic field is decomposed into its poloidal and toroidal components, both expressed as spherical harmonics expansions (Donati et al. 2006) .
Synthetic LSD profiles are derived from brightness and magnetic maps by summing up the spectral contribution of all cells, taking into account the Doppler broadening caused by the rotation of the star, the Zeeman effect induced by magnetic fields and the continuum center-to-limb darkening. Local Stokes I and V profiles are computed using UnnoRachkovsky's analytical solution to the polarised radiative transfer equations in a Milne-Eddington model atmosphere (Landi degl 'Innocenti & Landolfi 2004) . The local profile used in this study has a central wavelength, a Doppler width and a Landé factor of typical values 670 nm, 1.8 km s −1 and 1.2 respectively, and an equivalent width of 4.6 km s −1 corresponding to the LSD profiles of TAP 26. Technically, ZDI applies a conjugate gradient technique to iteratively reconstruct the brightness and magnetic surface maps with minimal information content (i.e. maximum Shannon entropy) that matches our observed LSD profiles at a given reduced chi-square (χ 2 r , defined as χ 2 divided by the number of data points 2 ) level. Concerning the brightness, we note that, unlike in where we fit a spot filling factor with preset spot parameters, here we fit the local brightness b k of cell k, relative to the quiet photosphere (0< b k <1 for dark spots and b k >1 for bright plages), as described in Donati et al. (2014) .
ZDI can also take into account and model latitudinal differential rotation, shearing the brightness distribution and magnetic topology at the surface of the star, and assuming a solar-like surface rotation rate, Ω(θ), varying with latitude, θ, as:
where Ω eq is the equatorial rotation rate and dΩ is the difference between the equatorial and the polar rotation rates.
For a given set of parameters, ZDI looks for the map with minimal information content that matches the LSD profiles at χ 2 r =1. As a by-product, we obtain the optimal stellar parameters for which the reconstructed images contain minimal information: i=55±10
• , v sin i=68.2±0.5 km s
and v rad =17.0±0.2 km s −1 (the RV the star would have if unspotted and planet-free). Regarding differential rotation, we obtain Ω eq =8.8199±0.0003 rad d −1 and dΩ=0.0492± 0.0010 rad d −1 , as outlined in more detail in Sec. 4.2.
Brightness and magnetic imaging
Given the long time span between our two data sets (about 60 d, see Table 1 ), we start by reconstructing separate brightness and magnetic maps for each epoch (2015 Nov and 2016 Jan), before investigating the temporal variability between both in more detail. The Stokes I and V LSD profiles, which are displayed in Fig. 2 , were used simultaneously to reconstruct both surface brightness and magnetic field maps. The synthetic LSD profiles presented in the figure match the observed ones at χ 2 r =1, or, equivalently, at a χ 2 equal to 1484 for the 2015 Nov dataset and 1157 for the 2016 Jan dataset, and for both sets of Stokes I and V LSD profiles. The iterative reconstruction starts from unspotted magnetic maps corresponding to χ data at noise level. In the particular case of Stokes I profiles, whose noise includes a significant level of systematics (see Sec. 2), we find that smaller error bars make ZDI unable to fit the data down to χ 2 r =1; on the opposite, greater error bars result in a fit to the Stokes I profiles for which the raw radial velocities are not properly reproduced (see Sec. 5). This gives us confidence that the S/N values derived for the Stokes I LSD profiles (see Table 1 ) are accurate and reliable within 10%.
The reconstructed brightness maps for 2015 Nov and 2016 Jan are shown in Fig. 3 , at an epoch corresponding to rotation cycle 10.0 (in the ephemeris of Eq. 1) for 2015 Nov, and 92.0 for 2016 Jan (see Table 1 ); the colour scale codes the logarithmic relative brightness compared to that of the photosphere. The surface spot coverage we derive is similar at both epochs, reaching 10% in the 2015 Nov map (5% / 5% of cool spots / hot plages respectively) and 12% in the 2016 Jan map (7% / 5% of cool spots / hot plages respectively). Both reconstructed maps share some similarities, such as a large cool polar cap resembling that reconstructed on other rapidly rotating wTTSs (e.g. Skelly et al. 2010; Donati et al. 2014) , plus a number of smaller features located at lower latitudes (in particular the two equatorial spots located at phases 0.22 and 0.92 in 2015 Nov, 0.27 and 0.97 in 2016 Jan) interleaved with bright plages. We stress that ZDI is only sensitive to the medium and large brightness features and misses small spots evenly distributed over the whole stellar surface, implying that the spottedness we recover for TAP26 is likely an underestimate. We observe a number of differences between both images potentially attributable to differential rotation and / or intrinsic variability (see Sec. 4.2); however, the limited phase coverage at both epochs makes the direct comparison of individual surface features between maps ambiguous and hazardous. We caution that the smallest-scale structures may reflect to some extent the limited phase coverage and be subject to phase ghosting (e.g. Stout-Batalha & Vogt 1999).
Using the brightness maps reconstructed with ZDI, we can predict photometric light curves at both epochs, which are found to compare well with our contemporaneous CrAO observations (see Fig. 4 ). Note the small but significant temporal evolution of the light-curve that we predict between the two epochs; this variability is however not obvious from the observed photometric data given their limited sampling and comparatively large error bars (rms 16 mmag).
The reconstructed magnetic topology is shown in Fig. 5 . The large-scale field reconstructed for TAP 26 features a rms magnetic flux of 330 and 430 G in 2015 Nov and 2016 Jan respectively. The field is found to be mainly poloidal (70% of the reconstructed magnetic energy), though with a significant toroidal component (30% of the reconstructed magnetic energy). It is also largely axisymmetric (50% and 80% of the poloidal and toroidal field energy respectively).
The dipolar component of the large-scale field has a strength of 120±10 G at both epochs, corresponding to about 10% of the reconstructed poloidal field energy, and is tilted at 40±5
• to the line of sight, i.e., midway to the equator, towards phase 0.73±0.03 and 0.85±0.03 in 2015 Nov and 2016 Jan respectively. The increase in the phase towards which the dipole is tilted suggests that intermediate to high latitudes (at which the dipole poles are anchored) are rotating more slowly than average by 0.19%, i.e., with a period of 0.7148 d; this is confirmed by the fact that the lineof-sight projected (longitudinal) magnetic field B (proportional to the first moment of the Stokes V profiles, e.g., , and most sensitive to the low-order components of the large-scale field) exhibit a recurrence timescale of 1.0014±0.003 P rot (see App. B), i.e., slightly longer than P rot by a similar amount. Higher order terms in the spherical harmonics expansion describing the field (in particular the quadrupolar and octupolar modes) get stronger between 2015 Nov and 2016 Dec, with total magnetic energies increasing from 85% to 93% of the poloidal field.
Finally, we show a large-scale extrapolation of the magnetic field (under the assumption of a potential field) in Fig. 6 . Similarly to the brightness maps, the magnetic maps seem to point to a variation of the surface topology between late 2015 and early 2016, which is not explained by differential rotation alone, though the limited phase coverage calls for caution when comparing features between those maps.
The magnetic maps suggest that the magnetic topology at the rotation pole underwent a 0.1 phase shift between both dates.
Intrinsic variability and differential rotation
When applying ZDI to the whole dataset, i.e., modelling all Stokes I and V profiles with only one brightness map and one magnetic topology (see App. A), we obtain a minimum χ 2 r value of 1.4, even when taking into account differential rotation (starting from an initial value χ 2 r =20). This indicates that intrinsic variability occurred during the 45 d gap (or 63 rotation cycles) separating both datasets.
Despite this variability, we attempted to retrieve differential rotation from the whole data set. The search for differential rotation parameters is done by minimising the value of χ 2 r at a fixed amount of information, in this present case using the Stokes I profiles and brightness map reconstruction only. From the curvature of the χ 2 r paraboloid around the minimum, one can infer error bars on differential rotation parameters . The spot coverage is fixed at 13% (chosen to be slightly higher than the values found in each reconstruction) and the values we found are Ω eq =8.8199±0.0003 rad d −1 and dΩ=0.0492±0.0010 rad d −1 , with a minimum χ 2 r of 1.4116. A map of ∆χ 2 is shown in Fig. 7 , which presents a very clear paraboloid around the minimum we found, even if, due to our phase coverage, these precise values ask for further confirmation with the help of future data. This value of dΩ is close to the solar differential rotation (0.055rad d −1 ). The case with no differential rotation yields χ 2 r =2.6907. Normalising ∆χ 2 by the minimum χ 2 achieved over the map (to scale up error bars as a way to account for the contribution from the reported intrinsic vari- . Potential field extrapolations of the reconstructed magnetic topology as seen by an Earth-based observer, in 2015 Nov (left) and in 2016 Jan (right) both at phase 0.8. Open and closed field lines are shown in blue and white respectively, whereas colours at the stellar surface depict the local value of the radial field (in G, as shown in the left panels of Fig. 5 ). The source surface at which the field becomes radial is set to 4 R , slightly larger than the corotation radius of about 3 R (at which the Keplerian period equals the stellar rotation period) and beyond which field lines are expected to quickly open under centrifugal forces. Figure 7 . Map of ∆χ 2 as a function of Ω eq and dΩ, derived from the modelling of our Stokes I LSD profiles of TAP 26 at constant information content. A well-defined paraboloid is observed with the outer colour contour corresponding to the 99.99% confidence level area (i.e., a χ 2 increase of 18.4 for the 2581 Stokes I data points). The minimum value of χ 2 r is 1.4116. The minimum χ 2 r achieved is above unity due to intrinsic variability affecting the LSD profiles but not being taken into account within ZDI. The derived differential rotation parameters are Ω eq =8.8199±0.0003 rad d −1 and dΩ=0.0492±0.0010 rad d −1 . ability) still yields a value in excess of 3300 and a negligible false alarm probability (FAP), unambiguously demonstrating that the star is not rotating as a solid body.
The differential rotation parameters we obtain imply a lap time of 128±3 d, with rotation periods of 0.71239±0.00003 d and 0.71638±0.00008 d for the equator and pole respectively, in good agreement with the range of rotation periods derived from photometry (ranging from 0.7135 to 0.7138, Grankin 2013). The 0.7132 d period found for the equivalent width of the Hα line and the 0.7145 d period found for the longitudinal magnetic field B (see App. B) are also consistent. We note that the rotation periods found with photometry, the longitudinal magnetic field and Hα line correspond to latitudes ranging from 30
• to 50
• , indicating that an important amount of activity is concentrated at these mid-latitudes, with the dipole pole located in the upper part of this range, in good agreement with the ZDI reconstruction (see Sec. 4.1).
MODELLING THE PLANET SIGNAL
We describe below three different techniques aimed at characterising the RV curve of TAP 26. The first two are those used in Donati et al. (2016) : filtering out the activity modelled with the help of ZDI, and the simultaneous fit of the planet parameters and the stellar activity. The third method follows the approach of Haywood et al. (2014) and Rajpaul et al. (2015) and uses Gaussian-Process Regression (GPR) to model the activity directly from the raw RVs. The results obtained from these three methods are outlined and discussed in the following sections.
Jitter activity filtering
The first technique consists of using the previously reconstructed maps to predict the pollution to the RV curve caused by activity (called activity jitter in the following) and subtract it from the raw RVs. From the observed Stokes I LSD profiles, we compute, at both epochs, the raw RVs RV raw (and error bars, see Table 1 ), as the first-order moment of the continuum-subtracted corresponding profiles (Donati et al. 2017) . Likewise, the synthesised Stokes I LSD profiles derived from the brightness maps yield the synthesised activity jitter of the star (RV signal caused by the brightness distribution and stellar rotation). By subtracting the activity jitter from the raw RVs, we obtain filtered RVs RV filt (see Table 1 ). We observe that the jitter has a mean semiamplitude of 1.81 km s −1 in 2015 Nov and 1.21 km s −1 in 2016 Jan, whereas the filtered RV curve features a signal with a semi-amplitude of 0.15 km s −1 (Fig. 8) , i.e., 8 to 12 times smaller than the activity signal we filtered out. We note the very significant evolution in the activity curve between 2015 Nov and 2016 Jan, demonstrating that the brightness distribution has evolved at the surface of TAP 26, through differential rotation and intrinsic variability (see Sec. 4).
With a rms dispersion of 109 m s −1 , the filtered RVs clearly show the presence of a signal. Looking for a planet signature, we want to fit a sine curve (of semi-amplitude K, period P orb , phase of inferior conjunction φ, and offset RV 0 ) to these filtered RVs, which corresponds to a circular orbit (see Fig. 9 ). The phase of inferior conjunction, i.e., corresponding to the epoch at which the planet is closest to us, is defined relatively to the reference date BJD c0 =2,457,352.6485 (rotation cycle 11.0, approximately at the centre of the 2015 Nov observation run), such that the inferior conjunction occurs at BJD c =BJD c0 +(φ-1)P orb . Due to the gap between both observing runs, several sine fits with different frequencies match the RV filt as local minima of χ 2 r . The four best fits are shown in Fig. 9 and their characteristics are given in Table 4 , with the value of the log likelihood as computed from the ∆χ 2 over these 29 RV data points. The residual RVs, derived from subtracting the best sine fit to the filtered RVs (shown in Fig. 9 ), feature a rms value of 51 m s −1 .
Plotting Lomb-Scargle periodograms for the raw RVs, filtered RVs and residual RVs further demonstrates the presence of a periodic signal in the filtered RVs (Fig. 10) . The above-mentioned dominant periods are seen as peaks in the periodogram; periodograms of partial data (only the 2015 Nov dataset, only the 2016 Jan dataset, odd points and even points) are also shown, yielding peaks at the same frequencies albeit with a lower power. We highlight the fact that the highest peaks in the raw RVs correspond to the activity jitter and are located at P rot /2 and its aliases, whereas little power concentrates at P rot itself. A zoom-in of the filtered RV periodogram is also shown in Fig. 10 (bottom panel) . The FAP is 0.06% for the highest peak (P orb = 13.41 d = 18.80 P rot ), and no significant period stands out in the residual RVs after filtering out both the activity jitter and the planet signal corresponding to the highest peak. We carried out simulations to ensure that the detected peaks are not generated by the filtering process, see details in App. C. Study of other activity proxies shows that the detected orbital periods are not present in the activity signal either (App. B). . The synthesised raw RV curves exhibit only low-level temporal evolution resulting from differential rotation. Bottom panels: filtered RVs derived by subtracting the modelled activity jitter from the raw RVs, with a 10x zoom-in on the vertical axis. Figure 9 . Top: filtered RVs of TAP 26 and four sine curves representing the best fits. The thick green curve represents the case P orb /P rot =18.80, the thin magenta one P orb /P rot =15.27, the dash-and-dotted blue one P orb /P rot =24.56 and the dotted black one P orb /P rot =12.76. Bottom: residual RVs resulting from the subtraction of the best fit (green curve) from the filtered RVs. The residual RVs feature a rms value of 51 m s −1 . Table 4 . Characteristics of the four best sine curve fits to the filtered RVs, and the case without planet. Respectively: semi-amplitude K, orbital period P orb in units of P rot , orbital period P orb in days, phase of inferior conjunction φ relative to cycle 11.0 (see ephemeris in Eq. 1), BJD of inferior conjunction, mean RV, corresponding χ 2 r , difference in χ 2 with the best fit (∆χ 2 , summed on the 29 data points), and natural logarithm (log e ) of the likelihood L r1 relative to the best fit. φ relates to the epoch of inferior conjuntion BJD c through BJD c =2,457,352.6485+φP orb , the reference date being chosen so as to minimise the variation of φ between the four cases. Figure 10 . Top: Periodograms of the raw (top), filtered (middle) and residual (bottom) RV curves over the whole dataset (black line). The red line represents the 2015 Nov dataset, the green line the 2016 Jan dataset, the blue line the odd data points and the magenta line the even data points. FAP levels of 0.33, 0.10, 0.03 and 0.01 are displayed as horizontal dashed cyan lines. The rotation frequency (1.402 cycles per day) is marked by a cyan dashed line, as well as its first harmonic (2.803 cycles per day) and the frequency that has the smallest FAP (0.06% at 0.075 cycles per day, corresponding to P orb =13.41 d). Aliases of the highest peaks, related to the observation window, appear as lower peaks separated by one cycle per day. Bottom: Zoom in the periodogram of filtered RVs. Table 5 . Optimal orbital parameters derived with the method described in Sec. 5.2, respectively: semi-amplitude K, orbital period P orb in units of P rot , orbital period P orb in days, phase of inferior conjunction φ relative to cycle 11.0, BJD of inferior conjunction, χ 2 r , ∆χ 2 summed on 2581 data points, and natural logarithm of the likelihood L r2 relative to the best fit. The case where no planet is taken into account in the model is given for comparison. Figure 11 . ∆χ 2 map as a function of K and P orb /P rot , derived with ZDI from corrected Stokes I LSD profiles at constant information content. Here the phase is fixed at 0.67, i.e., the value of φ at which the 3D paraboloid is minimum. The outer colour delimits the 99.99% confidence level area (corresponding to a χ 2 increase of 21.10 for 2581 data points in our Stokes I LSD profiles). The minimum value of χ 2 r is 0.96824.
By fitting the filtered RVs with a Keplerian orbit rather than a circular orbit, we obtain an eccentricity of 0.16± 0.15, indicating that there is no evidence for an eccentric orbit (following the precepts of Lucy & Sweeney 1971) . We can thus conclude that the orbit of TAP 26 b is likely close to circular, or no more than moderately eccentric.
Deriving the planetary parameters from the LSD profiles
A second technique, following the method of Petit et al. (2015) , consists of taking into account the presence of a planet into the ZDI model. Rather than fitting the measured Stokes I LSD profiles with a synthetic activity jitter directly, we first apply a translation in velocity to each of them, to remove the reflex motion caused by a planet of given parameters, and then apply ZDI to the corrected data set. Practically speaking, we repeat the experiment for a range of values for the orbital parameters (K, P orb , φ) at the vicinity of the minima previously identified in Sec. 5.1 and look for the set of values that yields the best result. The same way as for differential rotation, we derive the error bars on all parameters from the curvature of the 3D χ 2 r paraboloid around the minimum.
In the present case, since we have two datasets separated by a 45 d gap and we know that intrinsic variability occurred (see Sec. 4 and 5.1), a modification to the method described above was implemented: after correcting the global dataset from the reflex motion, ZDI is applied separately on each dataset, reconstructing two different brightness maps (one for late 2015 and one for early 2016) in order to obtain a more precise reconstruction. The quantity used to measure the likelihood of each set of parameters is therefore a global χ 2 r , computed as a weighted average of both individual χ 2 r , with respective weights proportional to the number of data points in each set (1424 for 2015 Nov and 1157 for 2016 Jan).
As in the previous section, several minima are found, which are listed in Table 5 . We also computed the relative likelihood of each case compared to the best one from the corresponding difference in χ 2 r . We note that the case with no planet yields χ 2 r =0.98631, which leads to a relative probability lower than 10 −9 compared to the case with a 10.91 d period planet. Figure 11 displays a ∆χ 2 map around the local minimum P orb /P rot =15.29, at φ=0.67, showing the 99.99% confidence area.
Gaussian-Process Regression (GPR)
The third method we used works directly with the raw RVs and aims at modelling the activity jitter and its temporal evolution with GPR, assuming it obeys an a priori covariance function (Haywood et al. 2014; Rajpaul et al. 2015) . Similarly to the previous method, we fit both the orbit model and the jitter model simultaneously. For a planet with given parameters, we first remove the planet reflex motion from the RVs, then we fit the corrected RVs with a Gaussian process (GP) of pseudo-periodic covariance function:
where t and t are two dates, θ 1 is the amplitude (in km s −1 ) of the GP, θ 2 the recurrence timescale (in units of P rot ), θ 3 the decay timescale (i.e., the typical spot lifetime in the present case, in units of P rot ) and θ 4 a smoothing parameter (within [0,1]) setting the amount of high frequency structures that we allow the fit to include. From a given set of orbital parameters (K, P orb , φ) and of covariance function parameters (θ 1 to θ 4 , called hyperparameters), we can derive the GP that best fits the corrected RVs (noted y below) as well as the log likelihood log L of the corresponding set of parameters from:
where n is the number of data points (29 in our case), C is the covariance matrix of all the observing epochs and Σ is the diagonal variance matrix of the raw RVs. Coupled with a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation to explore the parameter domain, this method generates samples from the posterior probability distributions for the hyperparameters of the noise model and the orbital parameters. From these we can determine the maximum-likelihood values of these parameters and their uncertainty ranges. After an initial run where all the parameters are free to vary, we fix θ 4 and θ 3 to their respective best values (0.50±0.09 and 180±60 P rot =128±43 d) before carrying out the main MCMC run to find the best estimates of the 5 remaining parameters. We note that the best value found for the decay time is exactly equal to the differential rotation lap time within error bars, and to twice the total span of our data. This decay time corresponds to both the differential rotation lap time and the starspot coherence time, since these are the most influent phenomena on the periodicity of the activity jitter. Such a starspot coherence Table 6 . Sets of orbital parameters that allow to fit the corrected RV curve best, using a GP with a covariance function given in Eq. 4, derived from the MCMC run. Respectively: reflex motion RV semi-amplitude K, orbital period P orb in units of P rot , orbital period P orb in days, phase of inferior conjunction φ relative to rotation cycle 11.00 (ephemeris defined in Eq. 1), BJD of inferior conjunction, natural logarithm of the marginal likelihood L and natural logarithm of the relative marginal likelihood L r3 as compared to the best case. The case where no planet is taken into account in the model is given for comparison. time is consistent with previous studies (Grankin et al. 2008; Bradshaw & Hartigan 2014; Lanza 2006) .
As shown in Fig. 12 , this method succesfully recovers the different minima previously found with the first two techniques, with little correlation between the various parameters thus minimum bias in the derived values. Applying the method of Chib & Jeliazkov (2001) to the MCMC posterior samples, we obtain that the marginal likelihood of the case P orb =12.61 P rot is larger than that of the case P orb =15.12 P rot by a Bayes factor of only 1.28, which implies that there is as yet no clear evidence in favor of either of them. The third most likely case, P orb =18.74 P rot , has a marginal likelihood which is inferior to the first one by a Bayes' factor of > 8, and the case with no planet has a marginal likelihood which is smaller than that of the first case by a Bayes factor of 2 10 5 . The three most likely sets of parameters are summarised in Table 6 .
Trying to fit a non-circular Keplerian orbit to our data, i.e. adding the periapsis argument and the eccentricity e to the parameters in our MCMC run, we obtain e=0.05±0.18, Figure 13 . RV curves for a GPR fit of the activity jitter, with parameters K=0.163 km s −1 , P orb =12.61 P rot , φ=0.766, θ 1 =1.19 km s −1 , θ 2 =1.0005 P rot , θ 3 =180 P rot , θ 4 =0.50 P rot . Top panel: raw RVs and their error bars are shown in red, the solid cyan curve is the sum of the activity jitter predicted by GPR and the planet signal, and the dashed cyan lines show the 68.3% confidence intervals about the prediction around this model. Middle panel: filtered RVs and their error bars, resulting from the subtraction of the GP-fitted activity jitter from the raw RVs (in red), and the sine curve corresponding to the assumed planet signal (in cyan). Bottom panel: residual RVs resulting from the subtraction of the planet signal from the filtered RVs, and their error bars. The residual RVs feature a rms value of 29 m s −1 , i.e. the GP fits the RVs down to χ 2 r =0.151.
with a marginal likelihood slightly smaller than that of the case of a circular orbit. This further supports that the planet eccentricity is low if non-zero.
The best fit with our third method is shown in Fig. 13 , where we see the raw RVs and the modelled RV curve predicted with this method, i.e., the sum of the GPR-fitted activity jitter and of the planet signal. Zooming in shows that this curve presents similarities with the RV jitter curve derived by ZDI (Fig. 8) , indicating that, although working only with the RV data points, GPR successfully retrieves a convincing model for the activity. We also note the ability of the GP to model the activity jitter not only during our observing runs, but also during the 45 d gap between them, emphasising the variability of the RV signal with time. The residual RVs in the case presented here have a rms value of 29 m s −1 (close to the instrument RV precision 20-30 m s −1 ) whereas the residual RVs derived with the 1st method yield a rms value of 51 m s −1 . Though the rms value is 2.5 times smaller than the error bar, GPR only fits 2 parameters, which illustrates its flexibility without decreasing its reliability, since the results are consistent with those found using independent methods (Sec. 5.1, 5.2). This demonstrates that GPR does a better job at modelling the activity jitter and its temporal evolution than the 2 previous methods, in agreement with the conclusions of Donati et al. (2017) in the case of the wTTS V830 Tau. As a result, we consider the optimal planet parameters derived with GPR as the most reliable ones, and therefore conclude that the orbital periods of 10.8 and 9.0 d are more or less equally likely. Table 7 summarises the likelihood of the different periods found with each method.
SUMMARY & DISCUSSION
This paper reports the results of an extended spectropolarimetric run on the wTTS TAP 26, carried out within the framework of the international MaTYSSE Large Programme, using the echelle spectropolarimeter ESPaDOnS at CFHT, spanning 72 d from 2015 Nov 18 to 2015 Dec 03 then from 2016 Jan 17 2016 Jan 29, and complemented by contemporaneous photometric observations from the 1.25 m telescope at CrAO.
Applying Zeeman-Doppler Imaging (ZDI) to our two 
1.0005±0.0002 Table 7 . Results yielded by the methods ZDI #1 (Sec. 5.1), ZDI #2 (Sec. 5.2) and GPR (Sec. 5.3), for the two periods 15 P rot and 13 P rot . From top to bottom: reflex motion semi-amplitude K, phase of inferior conjunction φ relative to cycle 11.0, orbital period P orb in units of P rot , orbital period P orb in days, semi-major axis a, M sin i, BJD of inferior conjunction BJD c , natural logarithm of relative likelihood as compared to the best case L r , GP amplitude θ 1 and GP recurrence timescale θ 2 . Results are displayed in bold font when the period is found with the highest likelihood using the corresponding method. data sets, we derived the surface brightness and magnetic maps of TAP 26, revealing the presence of cool spots and warm plages totalling up to 12% of the stellar surface (we however caution that this is a lower limit given the insensitivity of ZDI to small spots evenly spread over the stellar surface). The large-scale field of TAP 26 is found to be mainly poloidal and axisymmetric, with a 120 G dipole component tilted at 40
• from the rotation axis. The 2015 Nov and 2016 Jan maps are mostly similar, but nonetheless feature some differences that indicate temporal evolution of the surface brightness and the magnetic field, demonstrated by the inability of ZDI to model the whole dataset at noise level, on a timescale comparable to that spanning our sample (72 d). ZDI also enabled us to detect the differential rotation pattern at the surface of TAP 26, with dΩ=0.0492±0.0010 rad d −1 , a value close to that of the Sun, implying a time for the equator to lap the pole by one rotation equal to 128±3 d. .
We then applied three different methods to search for a planetary signature in the observed spectra. The first method studies the radial velocities filtered out from the activity jitter predicted by ZDI. Our second method looks for the planet parameters that enable the best fit to the corrected LSD profiles, in a way similar to that used to estimate surface differential rotation. The third method uses Gaussian-Process Regression (GPR) to fit the activity jitter in the raw RVs, and like the second method, searches for the orbital parameters which enable GPR to fit the raw RVs corrected from the reflex motion best. We find that GPR succeeds best at modelling the intrinsic variability occurring at the surface of TAP 26, and is able to fit raw RVs at a rms precision of 29 m s All three methods demonstrate the clear presence of a planet signature in the data, although the gap between both data sets generates aliasing problems, causing multiple nearby peaks to stand out in the periodogram. Of the dominant periods, the 10.8 d one emerges strongly for all three methods. It is the most likely with the second method, and equally likely as other periods when using the first and third methods (13.4 d and 9.0 d respectively). Although the 9.0 d orbital period ranks low (and in particular lower than the 13.4 d period) with our first and second methods, we nonetheless consider it as the second most likely given its first rank with GPR; the most probable explanation for this apparent discrepancy lies in the higher ability of GPR at modelling intrinsic variability of the activity jitter plaguing the RV curve. Allowing ZDI to model temporal evolution of spot distributions and magnetic topologies should bring all methods on an equal footing; this upgrade is planned for a forthcoming study.
Assuming the 10.79±0.14 d period is the true orbital period, and using the values yielded by GPR for K and φ, we find a circular orbit of semi-major axis a = 0.0968 ± 0.0032 au = 17.8 ± 2. With an age of 17 Myr, TAP 26 is already an aging T Tauri star and on the verge of becoming a post T Tauri star, as demonstrated by its complex geometry and weaker dipole field component (consistent with TAP 26 having a mostly radiative interior). Akin to V830 Tau b (Donati et al. 2016) , the hJ in a nearly circular orbit that we have discovered in the young system TAP 26 is better explained by type II disc migration than by planet-planet scattering coupled to tidal circularisation. When compared to V830 Tau, a 2 Myr wTTS of similar mass (Donati et al. 2015 (Donati et al. , 2016 (Donati et al. , 2017 , appears as an evolved version, rotating 4x faster than its younger sister, likely as a direct consequence of its 4x smaller moment of inertia (according to the evolutionary models of Siess et al. 2000) .
Regarding the hJs we detected around TAP 26 and V830 Tau and despite their differences (in mass in particular), it would be tempting to claim that, like its host star, TAP 26 b is an evolved version of V830 Tau b. This would actually imply that TAP 26 b migrated outwards under tidal forces from a distance of 0.057 au (where V830 Tau b is located) to its current orbital distance of 0.094 au, as a result of the spin period of TAP 26 being 15x shorter than the orbital period of TAP 26 b. This option seems however unlikely given the latest predictions of tidal interactions between a young T Tauri star and its close-in hot Jupiter (Bolmont & Mathis 2016) , indicating that tidal forces can only have a significant impact on a hJ within 0.06 au of a solar-mass host star (for a typical TTS with a radius of 2 R ). The most likely explanation we see is thus that TAP 26 b:
• ended up its type-II migration in the accretion disc at the current orbital distance, when TAP 26 was still young, fully convective and hosting a large-scale dipole field of a few kG similar to that of AA Tau , i.e., strong enough to disrupt the disc up to a distance of 0.09 au,
• was left over once the disc has dissipated at an age significantly smaller than 2 Myr, i.e., before the large-scale field had time to evolve into a weaker and more complex topology, and the inner accretion disc to creep in as a result of the decreasing large-scale field and the subsequent chaotic accretion (e.g., Blinova et al. 2016 ).
Admittedly, this scenario requires favorable conditions to operate; in particular, it needs the accretion disc to vanish in less than 2 Myr, which happens to occur in no more than 10% of single T Tauri stars in Taurus (Kraus et al. 2012 ). In fact, since both TAP 26 and V830 Tau have the same angular momentum content, it is quite likely that TAP 26 indeed dissipated its disc very early (see Sec. 3). Quantitatively speaking, assuming (i) that the hJ we detected tracks the location of the inner disc when the disc dissipated, (ii) that the spin period at this time was locked on the Keplerian period of the inner disc (equal to the orbital period of the detected hJ) and (iii) that stellar angular momentum was conserved since then, we derive that the disc must have dissipated when TAP 26 was about three times larger in radius, at an age of less than 1 Myr (according to Siess et al. 2000) . Generating a magnetospheric cavity of the adequate size (0.085 to 0.097 au depending on the orbital period) would have required TAP 26 to host at this time a large scale dipole field of 0.3-1.0 kG for mass accretion rates in the range 10 −9 to 10 −8 M /yr, compatible with the largescale fields found in cTTSs of similar masses (e.g., GQ Lup, Donati et al. 2012 ).
Along with other recent reports of close-in giant planets (or planet candidates) detected (or claimed) around young stars (van Eyken et al. 2012; Donati et al. 2016 Donati et al. , 2017 Mann et al. 2016; Johns-Krull et al. 2016; David et al. 2016) , our result may suggest a surprisingly high frequency of hJs around young solar-type stars, with respect to that around more evolved stars ( 1%, Wright et al. 2012 ). However, this may actually reflect no more than a selection bias in the observation samples (as for their mature equivalents in the early times of velocimetric planet detections). Planets are obviously much easier to detect around non-accreting TTSs as a result of their lower level of intrinsic variability; observation samples (like that of MaTYSSE) are thus naturally driven towards young TTSs whose accretion discs vanished early, i.e., at a time when their large-scale fields were still strong and their magnetospheric gaps large, and thus for which hJs had more chances to survive type-II migration. A more definite conclusion must wait for a complete analysis of the full MaTYSSE sample.
More observations of TAP 26, featuring in particular a more regular temporal sampling, are currently being planned to better determine the characteristics of the newborn hJ we detected. Furthermore, analysing thoroughly the full MaTYSSE data set to pin down the frequency of newborn hJs within the sample observed so far will bring a clearer view on how the formation and migration of young giant planets is occurring. Ultimately, only a full-scale planet survey of young TTSs such as that to be carried out with SPIRou, the new generation spectropolarimeter currently being built for CFHT and scheduled for first light in 2018, will be able to bring a consistent picture of how young closein planets form and migrate, how their population relates to that of mature hJs, and more generally how young hJs impact the formation and early architecture of planetary systems like our Solar System. 
APPENDIX C: SIMULATIONS
In order to check that the detected planetary signal does not come from the filtering process, we conducted simulations to test our three methods on two different data sets: one where the presence of a planet was input in the simulation (scenario #1), and one without any planet (scenario #2). Stokes I and V LSD profiles were generated from the brightness and magnetic maps found in Sec. 4, at the same dates of observation as the real data, with a comparable noise level. The added planet signature had the properties of the best fit found with the second method (Sec. 5.2): K=0.154 km s −1 , P orb /P rot =15.29, φ=0.671. Applying ZDI to these data sets, we reconstructed brightness and magnetic maps as in Sec. 4. For both simulations, the maps we found look similar to the ones reconstructed from the real data, with an information loss amounting to 4% for the spottedness and 80 G for the rms magnetic flux, but the main features, such as the polar spot, are recovered. Fig. C1 shows the brightness maps for simulation #1, at both epochs.
As in Sec. 5.1, synthetic RV curves are shown in Fig. C2 , C3 for simulations #1 and #2 respectively. While a signal is detected in the filtered RVs of simulation #1 (rms 107 m s −1 ), no significant signal is detected in the filtered RVs in simulation #2 (rms 58 m s −1 ). Table C1 summarises the characteristics of the best fit to the filtered RVs for both scenarii, in comparison with a (K=0 km s −1 , RV 0 =0 km s −1 ) curve. The periodograms of the filtered RV curves, displayed in Fig. C4 and Fig. C5 , further confirm this, with simulation #2 yielding no significant signal at the frequencies found with our three methods in Sec. 5.
We note that changing the noise pattern can make the FAP of the filtered RVs highest peak vary between 4% and ∆(log L r )=-0.49 Table C1 . Results found with the 1st method on both simulation datasets. The first column shows the results on the scenario with a planet and the second column shows the results on the scenario without planet. For each, a comparison is made between the best sine fit to the filtered RVs and a fit by a constant value, with the reflex motion semi-amplitude K, the orbital period P orb in units of P rot , the phase of inferior conjunction φ relative to cycle 11.0, the mean RV RV 0 and χ 2 r . Differences in χ 2 (summed on 29 data points) and in logarithmic (log e ) likelihood are given in the last row.
Scenario #1
K=0.155±0.022 km s −1 P orb /P rot =15.32±0.14 φ=0.662±0.036 χ 2 r =0.95226
K=0 km s −1 χ 2 r =0.97529 ∆χ 2 =30.0 ∆(log L r )=-10 Table C2 . Characteristics of the best fit found with the 2nd method on simulation #1 (top row), compared to a fit with a no-planet model (i.e. K=0 km s −1 , middle row). Differences in χ 2 (summed on 2581 data points) and in logarithmic (log e ) likelihood are given in the last row.
26% for simulation #2 (no planet). It can also change the relative power of the different orbital periods in the filtered RVs for simulation #1: most of the time the 10.8 d period is recovered as the highest peak with a FAP<0.5%, but the 9.0 d period reaches a smaller χ 2 r in one case out of five. This sheds light on why the different methods do not always favour the same orbital periods in our analysis.
The second method also recovers the different orbital periods from simulation #1, the 10.8 d one being the most likely, with a ∆χ 2 of 7.37 compared to the 13.4 d period and 7.67 compared to the 9.0 d period. Fig. C6 shows the χ 2 r map around the minimum P orb 10.8 d for φ=0.67 (value at the 3-D local minimum), with the white colour bounding the 99.99% confidence region. We chose not to apply this method on simulation #2 (without planet) because it runs computations for orbital parameters close to the local minima found with the first method, and no such significant minima were found for simulation #2.
GPR also successfully recovers the input planet period in simulation #1, as shown in Fig. C7 on which ∆(log L r )=-15.22 ∆(log L r )=-0.51 Table C3 . Characteristics of the best fit (first row) found with the 3rd method on simulation #1 (left) and #2 (right), compared to a fit with a no-planet model (i.e. K=0 km s −1 , middle row). Differences in logarithmic (log e ) likelihood are given in the last row. Figure C1 . Brightness maps reconstructed from the simulation #1 data, for the 2015 Nov data subset (top) and the 2016 Jan data subset (bottom). Both maps feature a spot coverage of 8%.
are seen. The results of the MCMC runs are shown in the phase plots of Fig. C8 and C9, demonstrating that no orbital period stands out in simulation #2, i.e., in the activity jitter synthesised from the reconstructed brightness maps, whereas several orbital periods are detected in simulation #1, 10.8 d and 9.0 d being respectively the most likely and the second most likely, with a Bayes factor of only 1.25 between them. The comparison with a MCMC run where no planet is subtracted is shown in table C3 for both scenarii, demonstrating that, for scenario #1, taking a planet into account in the model results in a significant increase in the likelihood of the best fit, whereas it is not the case for scenario #2. We conclude that all three methods enable us to recover the planet signal (scenario #1), and that the detected periods in the observational filtered RVs are not artifacts of the numerical process (scenario #2). Furthermore, for our particular observation window, the noise pattern can change the relative likelihood of the different detected peaks, as can the choice of the method to use. . Simulation #1: ∆χ 2 map at φ=0.67 as derived with the method described in 5.2, centered around the minimum P orb =15.3 P rot . Parameters values are found to be K=0.155±0.022 km s −1 , P orb =15.32±0.14 P rot . The minimum value of χ 2 r is 0.95226 Figure C7 . Example of GPR for simulation #1. Top: raw RVs (red dots) and GP fit+planet (cyan), middle: curves as derived with the method described in 5.3, for the local minimum P orb =15.31±0.21 P rot , K=0.138±0.027, φ=0.646±0.038,. The rms of the residual RVs amounts to 47 m s −1 . Figure C8 . Simulation #1: phase plots of the MCMC run as described in 5.3. We find θ 1 =1.15±0.19 km s −1 , θ 2 =1.0002±0.0002 P rot , K=0.140±0.026 km s −1 , and the dominant orbital periods P orb =15.31±0.21 P rot and P orb =12.74±0.13 P rot , with the corresponding phases being φ=0.646±0.038 and φ=0.699±0.036 respectively. Figure C9 . Simulation #2: phase plots of the MCMC run as described in 5.3. We find θ 1 =1.09±0.19 km s −1 , θ 2 =1.0003±0.0002 P rot and K=0.060±0.053 km s −1 .
